
Contractors or 
employees? 
Uber drivers split 
OAKLAND:  Ahead of a referendum that could
upend the whole gig economy, Uber driver Karim
Benkanoun says his relationship with the rideshare
giant must stop being a one-way street. “If you’re a
driver with Uber or Lyft, you’re nothing,” said
Benkanoun as he speaks of how he will vote in
California’s Proposition 22 referendum.

“They don’t consider us as employees, they con-
sider us as independent contractors but we have no
say in the contract.

“It doesn’t work this way and it has to change.”
Proposition 22, which is being put to voters on the
same day as the November 3 presidential election,
will determine whether California’s government can
enforce a law which became effective this year
requiring on-demand companies to treat drivers as
employees, instead of independent contractors.
Were the referendum to be approved, drivers
would remain independent contractors but Uber
and Lyft would pay them a number of benefits
promised as part of a compromise package, includ-
ing a minimum wage, a contribution to health care

and other forms of insurance.
If it doesn’t pass, the drivers would be classified

as employees and thus entitled to all the benefits laid
out in California labor law.  Supporters in the “Yes”
camp are warning of mass job losses if they lose as
the companies could not afford to keep on all their
drivers and say others will quit because they will
automatically have less flexibility. 

While supporters argue the bill would mean
increasingly hard-pressed drivers are guaranteed
to earn between $25 and $28 per hour, critics cite
a University of California study showing that
compensation equates to only $5.64 per hour
after subtracting unreimbursed costs, taxes and
waiting time.

The measure has divided drivers, some of whom
want the benefits of regular employment while oth-
ers such as Sergei Fyodorov enjoy the flexibility of
being able to work on weekends or whenever he
chooses to pick up extra income. “If you make a liv-
ing out of it, great, but for me it’s supplemental
income and flexibility,” said Fyodorov, who has a
regular job as a project manager at a tech company.

“Let’s say Proposition 22 does not happen. I can
guarantee that Lyft, Uber and all these services will
lay off at least 80 or 70 percent of the drivers and
the main thing is that we’re not going to get the
flexibility.” Geoff Vetter, a spokesman for the “Yes”
campaign, said hundreds of thousands of jobs
would be lost across a global industry headquar-
tered in California, arguing many drivers would quit

if they have to work set hours.
“With Proposition 22, we’re trying to recognize

first that these drivers want to remain independent
contractors-more than 70 percent of drivers say
they want to remain independent contractors
because it gives them flexibility and choice-while
also getting new benefits like a minimum guarantee
(for wages) and health care,” said Vetter. Benkanoun,
who began working with Uber in 2012, says he used
to make between $1,500 and $2,000 a week but is
now lucky to make $500 before expenses despite
working a seven-day week with demand shrunk by
the COVID-19 pandemic. — AFP

WASHINGTON: US retail sales accelerated in
September, rounding out a strong quarter of eco-
nomic activity, but the recovery from the COVID-19
recession is at a crossroads as government money
runs out and companies continue to lay off workers.

New coronavirus cases are also surging across
the country, which could lead to restrictions on busi-
nesses like restaurants, gyms and bars, and undercut
consumer spending. The economy is already shifting
into lower gear. Other data on Friday showed an
unexpected drop in output at factories last month.

“Although sales growth is strong, it will slow
through the rest of this year and into next year,” said
Gus Faucher, chief economist at PNC Financial in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. “The slowing will be even
larger if Congress does not pass another stimulus
bill. Unemployment remains pervasive throughout
the US economy.”

Retail sales jumped 1.9 percent last month as
consumers bought motor vehicles and clothing,
dined out and splashed out on hobbies. That fol-
lowed an unrevised 0.6 percent increase in August.
Economists polled by Reuters had forecast retail
sales would rise 0.7 percent in September. Some
said September’s surge was likely exaggerated by
difficulties stripping seasonal fluctuations from the
data after the shock caused by COVID-19.
Unadjusted retail sales fell 2.8 percent after drop-
ping 1.0 percent in August.

Retail sales have bounced back above their
February level, with the pandemic boosting demand
for goods that complement life at home, including
furniture and electronics. An aversion to public

transportation has boosted motor vehicle purchases.
Retail sales rose 5.4 percent on a year-on-year basis
in September. They account for the goods compo-
nent of consumer spending, with services such as
healthcare, education, travel and hotel accommoda-
tion making up the other portion.

Excluding automobiles, gasoline, building mate-
rials and food services, sales increased 1.4 percent
last month after a downwardly revised 0.3 percent

drop in August. These so-called core retail sales
correspond most closely with the consumer spend-
ing component of gross domestic product. They
were previously estimated to have dipped 0.1 per-
cent in August.

Economists have attributed the strength in retail
sales to fiscal stimulus, especially a weekly subsidy
paid to tens of millions of unemployed Americans.
September’s robust sales reinforced expectations for
record consumer spending and economic growth in
the third quarter. Growth estimates for the July-

September quarter are as high as a 35.2 percent
annualized rate. That would recoup roughly two-
thirds of the output lost because of COVID-19. The
economy contracted at a 31.4 percent pace in the
second quarter, the deepest decline since the gov-
ernment started keeping records in 1947. US stocks
bounced from three straight days of losses on the
retail sales data and Pfizer’s announcement that it
could apply for emergency use of its COVID-19
vaccine candidate as early as November. 

Last month, sales at auto dealerships surged 3.6

percent. Receipts at restaurants and bars increased
2.1 percent. Receipts at clothing stores jumped 11.0
percent. “Some of the gain may have reflected
increased demand from back to school sales, but
with most schools remote learning the reported
strength seems dramatic and likely unsustainable,”
said Kevin Cummins, chief US economist at
NatWest Markets in Stamford, Connecticut. Even
with September’s gains, sales at bars, restaurants
and clothing stores remain well below their pre-pan-
demic levels. — Reuters
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Ooredoo Kuwait 
takes pride of its 
all-new ‘Shamel Pro’
KUWAIT: Ooredoo Telecom, the first to introduce
innovative digital services in Kuwait, has launched the
all-new “Shamel Pro”, Shamel’s new tariff plans which
give customers unlimited benefits ranging from 5G
internet, local minutes, roaming internet, and valuable
gift vouchers. 

“Shamel Pro” embodies diversity and boasts an
eclectic mix of different young lifestyles, and prefer-
ences, and the three different benefit plans fit perfectly
into this ethos, bringing something very unique to cus-
tomers. This addition to Ooredoo’s portfolio empha-
sizes their desire to create a product that appeals to as
many enthusiasts as possible and engages with the
entire community. 

Cementing Ooredoo’s position as the first to intro-
duce innovative digital services in Kuwait, “Shamel Pro”
features an expansive series of tariff plans to suit every-
one, and creates the best-in-class customer experience
with its three different plan benefits; Shamel Pro 25,
Shamel Pro 35, and Shamel Pro 45 which offer cus-
tomers the option of choosing one complimentary
device along with more additional benefits. 

Starting at KD 25, “Shamel Pro” features various
qualities including; getting the latest devices, enjoying
premium numbers, allowing flexible device installments
in which customers can choose the installment period
ranging from 3 to 36 months, no Pay-As-You-Go (PAY-
GO) charges in which extra charges will not be applied
when customers exceed local talk time and SMS usage
of their base plan, purchasing any device on cash at the
best price in the country, and more. Hence, “Shamel
Pro” will be available to both new and existing
Ooredoo Kuwait customers with monthly plans starting
at just KD 25 for non-stop 5G internet, non-stop local
calls and roaming internet, and valuable gifts from
“Shamel Pro” partners including; Anghami, STARZ-
PLAY, OSN, PUBG, Google Play, iTunes, and more.  

Abdulaziz Al-Babtain expressed his pleasure at the
new product and said; “Today, we live in the age of the
customer, in which the notion of competitive advantage
has been reevaluated. In an increasingly global and
competitive market where customers have so much
choices than ever before resulting in sky-high expec-
tations, customers are the ones in control. Indeed,
nowadays the only source of gaining and sustaining
competitive advantage is the obsession with under-
standing, delighting, connecting with, and serving cus-
tomers. Ooredoo Kuwait, embrace a customer-
obsessed mentality by listening to their customers, and
then constantly testing, improving, and personalizing
the customer experience” said Al-Babtain.  “Customer-
obsession is organizational culture, and at Ooredoo
Kuwait we ensure every employee is obsessed and
dedicated to creating a unique customer experience.
Through the all-new “Shamel Pro”, we are bringing the
voice of the customer, and I am personally very happy
to round off this year with it,” added Al-Babtain. 

In a class by itself, the distinctive product is
launched to target customers across the country who
desire non-stop local calls, non-stop internet usage at
high consistent speeds to satisfy their entertainment,
gaming, or personal related online needs whether
locally or when traveling the world. Ooredoo Kuwait
continually aims to further uplift its customers’ online
journey with unlimited benefits and complimentary
gifts that inspire creativity and ignite passion. 

The launch of the product is not only in line with
Ooredoo’s long-term vision to enrich people’s digital
lives, but also an ideal opportunity to demonstrate
Ooredoo’s achievements in the telecom sector to the
world.  Customers can view Ooredoo’s products, serv-
ices, and exclusive offers and their subscription data
online through the MyOoredoo application and the
company official website www.Ooredoo.com.kw in
addition to contacting the call center through 121
around the clock for all enquiries and services.

Manufacturing 
production 
falls 0.3% 

US retail sales blow expectations 
in Sep as dark clouds gathering

Govt money runs out and companies continue to lay off workers

SANTA MONICA: In this file photo, people shop in Santa Monica, California. Spending on clothing, cars and
sporting goods pushed US retail sales above expectations in September, government data said.— AFP

Uber driver Sergei Fyodorov discusses why he sup-
ports a yes vote on Proposition 22 in Oakland,
California. -—AFP

Consumers expect 
all brands to provide 
wellness offerings:
New Ogilvy study 
KUWAIT: The $4.5 trillion global wellness economy -
growing twice as fast as the global economy - is now
so pervasive that for 73 percent of global consumers,
wellness is now considered an essential element of a
brand’s strategy. The Ogilvy Wellness Gap study
released today has, for the first time, quantified the gap
between consumers’ wellness expectations of brands
and how they judge delivery against those expectations
in seven key sectors - food, snacks, skincare, airlines,
hotels, cars and banking.

Ogilvy surveyed 7,000 consumers from 14 countries
across 4 continents to gain new insight into how they see
wellness in 2020 and to help marketers close the glaring
opportunity gaps as they look to growth their businesses.
This global research was conducted in April 2020 at a
time when wellness declined rapidly for many, placing an
increasing significance on wellness as we move into 2021.   

In 2020, 77 percent of people say wellness is very or
extremely important to them. Yet, consumers are still hun-
gry for more: Hungry for more wellness-80 percent of
people want to improve their wellness; Hungry and
expecting-75 percent feel brands could do more for their
wellness; Hungry and frustrated-only 46 percent feel that
brands take their wellness as a priority.

Take major wellness industries like food and skincare,
which have innovated and grown around wellness for the
last two decades. Yet only 41 percent of global respon-
dents agree the food sector and 53 percent agree the
skincare sector is doing all it should to help them with
their wellness.“Every brand can be a wellness brand now.
Wellness is in many ways the more tangible benefit of
‘purpose.’ We think this is very good news for brands. It
shows that wellness remains an opportunity for double
digit growth by meeting numerous consumer expectations
to close the gap,” said Marion McDonald, Ogilvy’s Global
Health & Wellness Practice Lead. 

Discussing the implications of this study, Benoit de
Fleurian, Ogilvy’s Global Planning Lead for Health &
Wellness said, “Wellness has created new conversations,
new expectations, new purposes - both for companies
and individuals. Wellness has inspired new businesses,
new brands, new products, new services, new experiences.
Wellness has seen companies pivot their strategy, business
and portfolio. Wellness has started to revolutionize entire

industries, starting with the food and beverage industry.”
Every brand can have its fair share of the wellness cake.

Another important conclusion of the report is that every
brand can grow through wellness. Wellness is no longer a
luxury sector of spas, nor the preserve of wellness brands;
consumers are very clear about it: 

• 73 percent say brands need a wellness strategy as
part of their core mission

• 67 percent say there should be more wellness
options, regardless of what they are shopping for

• 52 percent expect cars, banks or airlines to offer well-
ness options-almost equal to the snack foods category
(56 percent) 

Consumers expect every brand to contribute to their
wellness. And 59 percent agree it’s worth paying more for
wellness options. 

Social and purpose, the new frontiers of wellness
While healthy meals, good sleep and time to relax

remain critical wellness priorities globally, this study finds
that wellness is now less self-centered. In 2020, wellness
has 4 facets: physical, psychological, social and purpose-
ful.  More and more, people tell us they can’t feel well if
they don’t feel connected or if they don’t contribute to
making the world a better place.  

• 71 percent say a wellness brand should make a posi-
tive difference

• 60 percent say it should give them a sense of purpose
• 53 percent say a brand should help them feel

connected 
This opens many opportunities for brands to form clos-

er bonds with their consumers through activating purpose.
Upgrading a brand’s social strategy through the lens of
wellness can lead to richer and more personalized connec-
tion and more successful social commerce.  

Closing the authenticity gap to reap 
growth opportunities

Wellness washing is a significantly growing sentiment
among consumers, and we found only 41 percent agree
that brands which make wellness promises are usually
believable. Further, 53 percent say they find it hard to tell
the difference between real and fake wellness claims.
People want authentic stories, ingredients they can under-
stand, benefits they can believe and most important,
brands that deliver on their promises to develop a strong
competitive edge. 

The wellness economy offers some of the most exciting
growth prospects in consumer goods marketing, and
Covid-19 will only accelerate this phenomenon. But there
is a profound and urgent need to reframe the wellness
offer and close the wellness gap for consumers. The
Ogilvy Wellness Gap study helps brands find their growth
opportunities in the new frontier of wellness. 

Malawi migrants 
return from SA
empty-handed
BLANTYRE: Siphat Simali imagined
that when she finally got back to Malawi
she would return with pride and enough
earnings from South Africa to support her
two children and start a small business.
Instead, the 28-year-old former domestic
worker was bussed home empty-handed
and shamefaced, one of a thousand to
return last month after mass job losses in
South Africa’s lockdown.

Nearly 10,000 Malawians have made
the long journey home from South Africa
since May, according to Malawi’s
Department of Disaster Management
Affairs, with more due in coming months
as the coronavirus eats deeper into the
world economy. “I have nothing now,” said
Simali after she was spewed out of a
packed bus and joined the rush for a near-
by tap, parched by her three-day journey.

Some of her fellow passengers had
spent their final rands on a bus ticket
back, deciding it was better to be jobless
at home, despite the indignity of returning
empty-handed. The government paid for
Simali’s passage home after she had spent
months locked in a South African repatri-
ation center, her documents expired along
with all her savings. “I was struggling. We
didn’t have enough to eat. All the things
that I bought from my earnings I left them
behind when I was detained,” Simali told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation at the
Mwanza border, an entry point into the
country from Mozambique.

The coronavirus pandemic has deci-
mated livelihoods across the globe, and
with 85% of jobs in Africa classed as
“informal employment”, the 55-nation
African Union estimates some 20 mil-
lion jobs will be threatened by the pan-
demic. In a pre-COVID-19 world where
people fo l lowed the money, South
Africa was a jobs magnet for nearby
economies that could not support their
own populations. —Reuters


